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Abstract—The design and engineering of solutions based on
sensor data is currently based on legacy low-level sensor communication. The transition to IoT-based sensors has started
to provide IP-based sensor communication based on service
concepts. This requires radically different solution architectures
and the associated engineering process. Here, IoT sensors will
provide services instead of a communication interface, as a means
of integrating into application solutions. It is further anticipated
that the size of the solution will reach well beyond that of the
current legacy automation implementations.
This paper addresses architectural concepts for very largescale SoS- and IoT-based solutions. Architecture concepts and
their associated engineering concepts are considered. IoT and
SoS evolvability, run-time dynamics, scalability and segmentation, run-time engineering, self-engineering, self-mitigation, and
machine-to-machine business are some examples of such concepts. These concepts must be coupled with the requirements such
as the management of IoT/SoS solution functionality, security,
safety, maintenance, and evolution.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The design and engineering of solutions based on sensor
data is currently based on legacy low-level sensor communication. The transition to IoT-based sensors has started to provide
IP-based sensor communication based on service concepts.
This imposes radically changing solution architectures and the
associated engineering process. Here, IoT sensors will provide
services instead of a communication interface as a means of
integrating into application solutions.
The change to a service-based integration approach imposes
changes to both the architecture and the engineering process.
The move to services indicates an architecture change away
from dedicated middleware toward IoT sensor configuration
and SoS orchestration and management [1], [2].
The shift from legacy automation technology to Industry
4.0 and IoT- and SoS-based automation and digitalization
large-scale solutions has been discussed for the last decade.
New architectures beyond ISA-95 [3] have been proposed
for production automation. The most widespread examples
are RAMI4.0 and IIRA [4], [5]. The implementation of
such architectures using SOA technology was pioneered by
Jammes, Colombo and Karnouskos [6], [7], [8], [9]. Some
recent interesting papers on SoS architectures are [10], [11]
The engineering of such architectures using IoT-, SoS- and

SOA-based technologies is still in early stages [12]. A recent
interesting paper on
Architectures for very large-scale smart energy grids are
being proposed [13], [14]. These architectures are clearly
specific to the power distribution industry and are mostly
focused on the communication infrastructure.
Interestingly, a thorough integration of the concepts, principles and properties from large-scale production automation
using a very large-scale approach from the smart grid networks
has not been addressed to any larger extent.
This paper addresses very large SoS/IoT-based solutions,
their architecture concepts and the associated engineering
procedures.
II. C ONCEPTUAL APPROACH
Conceptually, any sensor applications can be characterized
as an interaction between the data providers and data consumers. In this case, the consumers perform some type of
control/actuation based on the sensor data. An example of this
is found in automotive wheel pressure sensors, where the data
trigger an alarm to the driver. An emergent sensor application
field is the integration of very large numbers (105 − 1010 ) of
simple sensor applications into large-scale distributed automation/digitalization solutions. A logistics system for emptying
public and private trash and recycling cans and containers
in a large city is one example of such applications. Such a
system will enable improved emptying strategies such as ondemand instead of on-schedule. Trash/recycling can/container
fill data will further provide an understanding of the actual
trash/recycling can/container needs, thus enabling the dynamic re-positioning of trash/recycling cans/containers based
on actual usage. To provide overall efficiency for such largescale applications, functionalities such as self-reporting, selfmitigation, self-engineering, M2M business will be important.
This type of scenario can easily be applied to many applications. Each of these has its specific possible new business
and operational scenarios providing benefits such as reduced
operational costs, reduced environmental footprints, and autonomous functional evolution.
The above application scenarios can to some extent be
readily realized using legacy sensor application engineering
approaches. The largest legacy-based automation installation

ever built contains approximately 100.000 I/O points [15]. The
high engineering costs are most likely one of the main reasons
for this boundary.
The shift to the IoT-based sensor applications anticipates
that the Internet scale of billions of connected IoTs and
integrated into a system of systems, SoS, can be reachable.
This scale of IoT interaction can further be expected to create
new machine to machine (M2M), business models and M2M
transaction technologies that currently are not manageable
using traditional banking approaches. It is also further obvious
that such a development will require that security and safety
are fundamental parts of the SoS architectures and their
implementation platforms.
Further comparison of the costs of the legacy engineering approaches and the IoT/SoS service-based integration
approaches provides data that show significantly reduced
engineering costs for the IoT/SoS service approach. Cost
reductions on the order of 60-85% have been reported [16].
A. Very large-scale IoT and SoS characteristics
The application scenarios discussed above have IoT and SoS
characteristics such as the following: a) Highly distributed
solutions b) Very large-scale SoS, 105 − 1010 IoTs c) IoT
error and maintenance reporting and mitigation d) SoS runtime dynamics e) SoS functionality evolution f) SoS scalability
g) SoS segmentation for the protection of real-time operations, security, safety, ... h) SoS self-mitigation i) SoS selfengineering j) SoS self-management k) Machine to machine
business models l) Machine to machine transactions - nano
payments m) Multistakeholder autonomous integration and
operations n) Management strategies and policies of SoS
properties such as, e.g., 1) Operations 2) Functional evolution
3) Functional degradation and maintenance 4) Functional
engineering 5) Security 6) Safety 7) Quality of service
For most very large-scale applications and their usage
scenarios, it appears almost impossible to address and provide
comprehensive and high-quality engineering solutions at design time. Thus, it becomes evident that we need architecture
and engineering procedures that are feasible, efficient and
economically viable at run time. Thus, the unforeseen and
emergent behavior of SoS can be addressed at run time.
The current automation engineering standards such as IEC
81346 [17] are design-time-based and do not have a run-time
engineering perspective.
Given the IoT/SoS characteristics described above, it is here
argued that it is evident that very large-scale SoS will need to
have an evolutionary behavior. This must be considered in the
emerging IoT/SoS architectures and engineering approaches.
III. A RCHITECTURE CONCEPTS FOR VERY LARGE - SCALE
SOS
As argued above, the anticipation of very large-scale SoS
calls for new and additional architectural concept for engineering, management, maintenance, business models, transactions
and cyber physical interaction. Below, we present a discussion
on several of such new architectural components.

A. Distribution and run-time dynamics
One such architecture concepts is support for IoT and SoS
run-time dynamics. In this case, the three L-properties of the
service-oriented architecture provide the necessary support:
A) Lookup 1) Publish and register services to notify others
about endpoints (how to reach me) 2) Discover others that I
comply with (expected/wanted ServiceType)
B) Late binding 1) Possible to use information at any time
by connecting to the correct resource at a given time
C) Loose coupling 1) Autonomy - a service exchange is not
supervised 2) Distributed - services are distributed over several
devices 3) A system is responsible, owns the information, and
can decide with who to share it
These fundamental mechanisms enable the run-time discovery of any changes to the IoTs of an SOA-based SoS. It
further provides the run-time binding information on which
IoT consumes which produced IoT service. Both properties
are essential in addressing run-time engineering and SoS
evolution. The autonomy property also provides fundamental
support for segmentation and scalability. In recent years, we
have found several SOA-based automation frameworks, e.g.,
the Arrowhead Framework, Eclipse BaSyx, IDS, and FiWare,
that provide support for run-time dynamics in distributed
environments [18], [19], [20], [21]
B. SoS Segmentation and scaleability
The segmentation of SoS is important for creating protection
sensitive parts of an SoS operation such as critical realtime operations or safety critical operations. The concept of
self-contained local clouds as introduced by the Arrowhead
Framework appears to be one of the very few proposed to
date to support such an architecture concept [2]. Arrowhead
Framework local clouds provides support for internal run-time
orchestration management, and authentication, authorization
and audit (AAA) security and deployment security [22], [23].
SoS scalability must be addressed in the discussion of very
large-scale solutions. The use of self-contained local clouds
as SoS building blocks appears to be an attractive approach.
The local cloud concept enables the 3L mechanisms to also
be used in between local clouds. This also includes the AAA
security mechanisms. This allows for the interaction between
the local clouds at the expense of no real-time performance
[24].
Scalability achieved in this manner clearly adds complexity
to SoS management. Therefore, multidimensional management with time-dependent interdependencies must be considered.
C. Run-time engineering
To avoid the need for extensive re-testing of large SoS
functionalities for security, safety and other issues, run-time
engineering should be able to be executed in isolation from the
other parts of the SoS. Thus, it must be possible to modify, test
and deploy a component of an SoS without any engineering
updates to the other parts of the full SoS. This indicates
that centralization of any part of the architecture should be

avoided as much as possible. The local cloud approach of the
Arrowhead Framework (see above) provides a clearly defined
segmentation of SoS that may be beneficial here.
Engineering strategies for such segmentation will require
the consideration of multiple management dimensions that will
have dimensional dependencies that can also vary over time.
Example of such dimensions and their dependencies are the
following: 1) Operation functionality: f(system degradation,
quality of service, supply chain optimization, ...) 2) Maintenance: f(system degradation, supply chain optimization,
stakeholder policies, ....) 3) Quality of service: 4) System
degradation: f(quality of service, supply chain optimization,
operations, ...) 5) Supply chain optimization: f(operations,
maintenance, quality of service, ...) 6) Security: f(safety, stakeholder policies, ...) 7) Safety: f(security, stakeholder policies,
legal aspects, ...) 8) Stakeholder policies: f(business models,
legal aspect, ...) 9) International and national policies It is
clear that proper segmentation in such a multidimensional
and dynamic environment will require numerous design and
engineering considerations. The possibilities for dynamic resegmentation in run time also must be considered.
D. Run-time management
From the above, it is further clear that the engineering
process must create management policies, related strategies
and associated information structures supporting the complexity of very large sensor-based automation and digitalization
solutions. To a large extent, fundamental theory and model
for such multidimensional systems with time-varying interdependencies are currently lacking.
E. Technology evolution
For the evolution of SoS and the individual IoTs, several
aspects must be considered: A) IoT technology updates, e.g.,
1) New SOA protocols - autonomous translation 2) New
encodings, semantics, ontologers - autonomous translation
B) IoT functionality updates, e.g., Updates of produced service
- autonomous update of service consumers
C) SoS management: updates to orchestration, workflow,
security, etc. based on higher-level policies, strategies, product
policies, business models, deals, etc. D) IoT configuration:
updates of IoT configuration based on updated IoT firmware
and produced services
Here, an appropriate SoS architecture must provide support
for the introduction of new or updated IoT properties regarding updated or new 1) SOA protocols 2) Payload encoding
and compression 3) Payload semantics (ontologies) So-called
service buses are a common architectural component for
addressing the need for such translation support [25]. However,
the service bus is a centralized approach that requires all
communication to pass through the service bus. A distributed
and dynamic mechanisms for autonomous translations of
protocols, encodings and semantics can be found in [26].
The autonomous translation of semantics is a very complex
process and will most likely be solved using distributed AI/ML
technologies [27].

F. SoS self-engineering
The updates of produced IoT service may require updates
to the consuming IoTs. Architectures should have components
that provide mechanisms for autonomous updates of service
consumers such that the updates produced service can be
utilized. Early work on autonomous updates of IoT consumer
code can be found in [28].
G. SoS self-mitigation
The operation of very large-scale SoS will clearly exhibit
operational failures due to various types of malfunctions
and mismanagement. Thus, mitigation mechanisms will be
necessary architectural components. Approaches for such mitigation mechanisms were developed already in the early 2000s
by IBM [29]. Various concepts for addressing mitigation of
deviations from the desired SoS functionality and properties
are currently being developed in several large EU projects.
Some of the functionalities and properties addressed in these
projects are re-orchestration due to component failure or
supply chain re-optimization, SoS security [30] SoS standard
compliancy[31], and SoS safety [32].
H. SoS M2M business models and nano-payments
The provision of business models and mechanisms to the
very large-scale SoS discussed here appears inevitable. This
will require means of creating trusted logs of actions and
connecting such data to nano-payments between the machines.
Early concepts and implementations of such approaches can
be found in [33], [34].
IV. C ONCLUSION
It is argued here that for very large automation and digitalization solutions, the current architecture and automation
and digitalization engineering strategies are not sufficient. It
is clear that several new architectural concepts/components
are needed. These include the following: A) IoT: Policydriven functional evolution, self-engineering and autonomous
protocol and semantics translation. B) SoS: Run-time dynamics, segmentation, scalability, self-mitigation, self-engineering,
policy-driven management, M2M business models, M2M
nano-payment. C) Engineering support: evolution engineering,
segmentation engineering, multidimensional SoS policy engineering and management strategies and policies
Such architectural and engineering component and concepts
should to a very large extent be autonomous and automatically
engineered through the implementation platforms and the
involved machines.
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